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Question: 1

Why are HP cartridges better for the environment?

A. They are made from recycled ocean plastic.
B. They use biodegradable plastic.
C. Both HP printers and cartridges are certified to meet the EPEAT and Blue Angel criteria.
D. They use 100% recycled material.

Answer: B

Question: 2

Which toner formulation is available from the original HP toner cartridges with HP Jetlntelligence?

A. ColorLok
B. ColorSphere
C. PrecisionColor
D. BlackSphere

Answer: A

Question: 3

Why does HP ensure that its printers work in temperatures from 0 to 40' C and 80% humidity?

A. to meet the demands of customers located in such environments
B. because of the HP engineers wanting to determine printer reliability in such harsh conditions
C. to prove their reliability in most print environments
D. because of the competition and the requirement in most RFPs/RFQs

Answer: A

Question: 4

How can you ensure that your print fleet is compliant and maintains compliance with company
polices?

A. by using HP UPD to have only one driver for all printers
B. by enabling auto firmware updates on your printers regardless of their age
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C. by using HP Security Manager's automated monitoring and risk-based reporting
D. by using HP EW5 to deploy updates to network printers when needed

Answer: B

Question: 5

What describes HP Instant-on Security?

A. It ensures that HP Sure Start Is enabled from the moment that you install the printer on the
network.
B. It is another name for whitelisting.
C. It secures new HP devices as soon as they are added to the network through auto discovery.
D. It is a feature of the HP toner that ensures that the toner instantly melts to the paper at a lower
temperature, making your printout instantly secure.

Answer: D
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